NEWSLETTER No 3 2021 MARCH
CENTRE INFORMATION
The Children’s Guardian Act 2019 commenced
on 1 March 2020 and this means that the
Reportable Conduct Scheme is now administered
by the Office of the Children’s Guardian. To
ensure the safety of all children all educators at
JumpStart 4 Kids have recently completed the
eLearning modules for Responding to Reportable
allegations and the Child safe eLearningKeeping children safe in organisations. All room
leaders have completed The Office of the
Children’s Guardian SAFE series. This program
includes four children’s books containing
personal safety messages for children under six.
The books support children’s rights and promote
the concept of children having a voice. They help
children identify the parts of their body that are
private, help them understand their feelings and
encourage them to think about five people they
trust to help them if they feel scared, sad, or upset.

These books will be discussed in March with
families at our Parent Forum. These books will be
on display in the front foyer for parents to
comment and view as we promote these books
throughout our program in 2021. These books
will be revisited throughout the year to promote
children’s awareness keeping safe and how to
establish their own network of safe carers. Our
staff meeting in March will focus on educators as
Mandatory
Reporters
and
the
ChildStory Reporter to ensure that safety of all
children in our care. (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

EASTER EGG
DONATIONS
We urgently require
Easter Eggs for Our
Easter Egg Raffle by
Friday 12th March.
Please place your
donated eggs in the foyer. Thank you to those
families who have already contributed.

EASTER RAFFLE TICKETS
Please take your
Easter Egg Raffle
Tickets located in
the Front Foyer.
(NQA 1, 5, 6, &7)

WELCOME AFTERNOON
TUESDAY 9TH AND THURSDAY 11TH
FEBRUARY

We were delighted with the number of families
who
attended
our
Welcome
Afternoon
Tea. This year we
offered two session to
accommodate COVID
restrictions and to allow
families
greater
opportunities to attend this event. The children
were excited to showcase their dancing and
singing to the Wombat Wobble, The Nut Bush,
and the Penguin Walk.
Miss
Isha
read
The Rainbow
Fish by
Marcus
Pfister. The rainbow
fish is very similar to
our children. Just like
the rainbow fish with
its shimmering scales, we all have a great deal of
gifts that we can share with each other. The
rainbow fish was a little reluctant at first to share
his beautiful scales, but soon found that by using
his gifts he made lots of friends
and felt really happy. As our
children develop friendships
with their peers and educators it
is important to celebrate their
interest and strengths. We
remind families to complete

our Family focus sheets for educators so that we
can build each child’s interests, talents, and
experiences within our weekly programs. These
sheets are located in the foyer and we invite
families to complete these regularly to support
children’s interests. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6, &7)

SWAGFULL OF INSTRUMENTS
Greg showcased a number of instruments from
around the world. The children were captivated by
the shape, sound and look of the different
instruments that Greg played. We had a middle
eastern ‘lute’, and a beautiful Italian ‘Mandolin’.
The Children were fascinated by the ‘Suona’
which was an extremely loud horn which they
laughed to as they covered their ears. Greg’s
favourite demonstration was with the guitar
where he played our favourite songs such as ‘The
wheels on the bus, Head Shoulders Knees and
Toes, and If you’re happy and you know it’.

UNDER THE SEA 10th MARCH 10 am
In March we will
explore through a
hands-on interactive
show the beautiful
creatures along our
coast. We will make wonderful Jelly fish and
marvel at the creatures that live on rocks, sand and
in our oceans. Accounts will be automatically
charged $13 for this event. Parents with children
who do not attend on this day are welcome to
attend with an accompanying adult. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6, &7)

EASING COVID RESTRICTIONS
From 1st March we will be inviting all families
into our service without a face mask. We ask that
families continue to support safe hygiene
practices by using the hand
sanitizers and/or washing their
hands in the handwashing sink
located in the kitchen prior to
entering rooms. We would be
appreciative if families could
support children in washing

their hands-on arrival to the centre.

ALLERGIES
Symptoms of an allergic reaction can include:
• Itchy red skin and lumps called hives
• Face swelling
• Bad coughing and finding it hard to breathe
• Tummy ache and vomiting
• Dizziness or passing out

Jumpstart 4 Kids is an Allergy Aware centre. We
remind families that we have children at our
service with severe diagnosed allergies. For this
reason, we ask that families do not provide whole
egg, shellfish, nuts, Nutella spread to children in
their lunch boxes.
Allergies are diagnosed by medical doctors.
Children exposed to different foods such as eggs,
fish nuts etc can be so serious, that a person will
need emergency medicine (EpiPen®) quickly,
then be transported to hospital by ambulance.
Children with diagnosed Asthma, allergies,
Epilepsy, or other documented medical needs
from a doctor will need to complete a medical
communication plan. These children will have
displayed their medical information across rooms
and in our staff area so educators can monitor and
be aware of each child health needs. Medicine
will be stored in their room.
We remind families that they Must provide
medical evidence and produce these documents in
line with or centre policies so that we can ensure
that safety of all children.
If families have not notified educators of their
Childs Asthma, diagnosed food allergies or other
medical needs we strongly urge parents to speak
with Miss Maree, Mis Jaina or Mr John
immediately.
Food preferences aligned with cultural and
religious beliefs are note and shared with
educators as we continue to build relationships
with our families and extend community. These
preferences are also displayed for all educators to
ensure each child’s needs are meet daily.
(NQA 1,2 5, 6, &7)

IMMUNISATION STATEMENTS
It is a regulatory requirement that families provide
their child’s most recent
and update immunisation
records. Currently we
have contacted a number
of families requesting this
information. We would
be appreciative if families
could
provide
this
documentation by Friday 12th March. (NQA 2,7)

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH CHINAWhat a magnificent country to
celebrate. Millie from the Busy Bees shared her
culture of China with us as we explored China
geographically; Chinese Panda’s, Chinese
Blossoms, the Chinese Flag and of course
sharing in a variety of cooking experiences to
showcase Chinese cuisine.
The Baby Bunyips collected spinach, chives and

tomatoes from our vegetable garden to make a
delicious fried rice.
The Possum thoroughly enjoyed creating rice
paper rolls as they placed shredded lettuce, carrots
and cheese on
their
rice
paper.

will be celebrating Ireland. We can’t wait to see
what our mischievous leprechaiuns get up to
throughout the month. (NQA 1 5, 6, &7)

WORLD PIZZA DAY – 9TH
FEBRUARY
World Pizza day!
We started our
mornings off by
making our own
Pizza bases. We
gathered all our
ingredients
together
and
discussed the different amounts
we needed in order to make our
dough. Flour, salt, water, yeast and
some Italian olive oil. Once the
dough was mixed, we let it sit
aside to rise in a warm space. The children
discovered that the yeast made the dough rise and
that when it was kneaded again the air that had
been captured inside the dough quickly
disappeared. After lunch, the children sat in small
groups, with chopping boards as they carefully
spooned tomato paste on their pizza bases. The
children used mushrooms, spinach (from our
vegetable garden), pineapple, capsicum and
cheese. The children loved tasting their yummy
homemade pizzas for afternoon tea, discussing
with each other the different topping they choose
and what part of the procedure they helped with.

PANCAKE TUESDAY 16th February
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

The Busy Bees created their own
pumpkin, sweet potato, corn and
spinach dumplings as they carefully
placed teaspoons of mixture onto
wonton and dumpling wrappers.
These treats were enjoyed at afternoon tea and
showcased to children the healthy foods that we
can eat inspired by Chinese culture.In March we

Pancake Tuesday is observed by many faiths and
cultures. This day signifies the start of Lent and
for many just a fantastic day to Celebrate a very
special dessert. The children enjoyed naming the
different ingredients that were on the table, also
naming the cooking utensils needed to make the
pancakes. The children enjoyed using the spatula
to flip the pancake over on the hot plate. We were
able to give our pancakes a yummy taste during
our afternoon tea and late snack.

EVACUATION/FIRE DRILL
Each Month we practice our evacuation procedures
to ensure all children,
families and educators
are aware of our
evacuation procedures.
After each drill, Miss
Jaina and responsible
educators speak with the
children
about
the
evacuation/fire drill; why
we have to practice the
evacuation; what we do in
the case of an emergency
and who we call/contact.
The children and educators remained calm
throughout each evacuation drill and followed the
procedures promptly. Great work Team (NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6,
&7)

.

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:
BUSY BEES:
1. Our environment
2. Sea animals
3. Wild animals
4. Farm animals
Throughout the month of
February, we focused on

weather,

culture

and transport. The Busy Bees were able to explore
different forms of weather, which included heat,
rain and wind. Transport was a hit as the Bees
used their role play skills in the room to
incorporate planes , trucks, boats and cars into
their indoor activity set ups. We brought the large
trucks and diggers to use with our block play,
allowing the Bees to communicate different role
play ideas and story lines. We used our small
coloured transport figurines to use for inspiration
for us at the drawing table, listing the different
forms of transport along the way. We also had a
great afternoon of cultural dress ups with the
children exploring the different clothing items
from around the world.
Throughout the month of
March, we will be focusing
on our environment, Sea
animals, wild animals and
Farm animals. We will be
creating and setting up
different
learning
experiences and activities
based around Sea life,
exploring some water play as well as craft ideas
focusing on our Sea life. Wild animal small
worlds will be created in the room, exploring the
children’s knowledge on the different species
where we can research more on what they eat and
their natural habitats.

SCHOOL READINESS FOCUS
LITERACY FOCUS. THE SOUNDS THAT
OUR LETTERS MAKE PHONICS:
During the month of March, the Bees will be
focusing on the letters F, D, R, O & G. They will
be encouraged to identify the different letters
during different learning activities, as well as
sounding the letters out. We used whiteboards to
brainstorm different words starting with the
different focus letters, as well as use transparent
counters to set up on the letters, tracing the shape
of the letter with our index fingers. We encourage
the families to work with the same focus letters at
home, allowing.

NUMERACY
This month the Bees
will be focusing on
numbers 6, 7, 8 & 9.
We will be involved
in
different
experiences
and
activities using items and materials based on the
Bee’s interest.
CONCEPT
This month we will be
focusing
on
Octagon,
Hexagon, Pentagon and
Diamond. Our colours will
be purple, brown, pink and
grey.
SIGHTWORDSThese will be introduced to children through
phonics
stories,
flashcards, bingo
games
and
Matching cards.
Supporting
these
words at home is a
great experience for children. If families would
like to borrow flash cards at home for children,
please speak with educators . These are available
as take-home resources with a deposit of $2
which will be retuned once cards are returned to
the centre in the original condition.

Meet our Companion Pear. Our Pear and Healthy
Eating Adventure book will be
visiting Medrow & Satdeep for
the beginning of March! We
look forward to seeing some
photos of you demonstrating
some healthy adventures at
home along with some cool
photos!

COMPANION BEARS
Our Companion Bears represent people in our
community who help and learn new skills every
day. Paramedic Pete and Nurse Natasha are the
Playful Possums companion Bears and School
girl Jessica is the Companion Bear for the Busy
bee. Each week children across these rooms will
take a Bear home for 1 week. Each Bear comes
with their own special bag and book to record
their adventures at your home, so please take a
few snap shots to paste into your Companion
Bears book to share with us. Fun adventures,
special activities, and how you cared for our Bears
is really important.
PLEASE DO NOT PLACE our BEARS IN THE
BATH OR NEAR WATER. They have not had
their swimming lessons YET! Please return each

Bear in the state that you received them.

Playful Possums
PARAMEDIC
PETE & NURSE NATASHA

Pre-Lit
During February Pre-Lit in the Busy Bee’s room,
we focused on 3 different books. Giraffe’s cant
dance, I know a Rhino and a Hungry Caterpillar.
Throughout the books the children were able to
identify different words, clap and count the
syllables to selected words. Each time the stories
were read we discovered meaning to different
words and use them to construct new sentences.
Picture cards were shown to identify the objects
starting with our different focus letters, allowing
the children to challenge themselves by sounding
out the word and placing them into the correct
letter piles. (NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7)

BUSY BEES HEALTHY
ADVENTURES BOOK

Paramedic Pete is
excited
to be spending time at Avni’s house for the 1st
week and George’s house for the 2nd week. Let’s
see what fun adventures we have together.
Nurse Natasha will be visiting Sia at her house for
the 1st week and Eli for the 2nd week. Nurse
Natasha is so excited and looking forward to her
visits with the families.

Busy Bees
SCHOOL GIRL JESSICA
School Girl Jessica is looking
forward to visiting the homes
of Eden & Eliza! We look
forward to hearing about all
the lovely adventures you got up to along with
some photos! (NQA 1, 2, 5, 6, & 7)

ROOM STIMULUS
PLAYFUL POSSUMS
1.Under the sea
2. St Patrick’s Day
3. Harmony day
4. Earth Hour
During the month of February, the Possum’s were
active participants in their leaning as they learnt
about the world around us, the human body,
feelings, and sustainability.
The world around us: Throughout this stimulus
the children were introduced to other cultures and
the world in which we live. The children
participated in music and movement from
countries around the world including China,
Russia and France and we read stories and created
artworks such as the world globe.
The human body: For our
learning on the human body
the children looked at the 5
senses, sight, taste, hear,
smell and touch. The
children looked at the
human body and for art and craft they made their
own skeleton using cotton tips on black paper and
they enjoyed their taste testing experience.
Feelings: We celebrated Valentine’s Day with the
children making special cards to take home. We
spoke about feelings and emotions and
demonstrated through positive interactions.
Sustainability: We used recycled materials. The
children were able to utilise
these recycled items in their
play and art experiences. We
spoke about the different bins
and demonstrated the use of
these bins.

The children learnt the letters C and D and the
colours red and blue developing their language,
literacy and mathematical learning as well as the
numbers 3 & 4.
Our
next
journey for March will be looking
at sea animals and talking about all
the different types of marine life and
how we can care for their
environment. The children will take
part in St Patrick’s day experiences
and celebrations with music and movement to
Irish tunes.
The children will celebrate Harmony day and talk
about the different cultures around the world in
which they live and will take part in
learning experiences about those
cultures through story time, you tube
clips and songs. We will be
implementing Earth hour and teach
the children about saving energy by
turning off the lights, saving water by turning off
the taps and sustainability practices.

BABY BUNYIPS STIMULUS:
Week 1: Farm animals
Week 2-3: Under the sea
Week 4-5: Easter
The children participated in activities
relating to musical instruments, Valentine’s Day,
Celebrations and farm animals. The children
learnt about all the different types of musical
instruments as they explored the musical
instruments, coloured in, Sang songs and so much
more. For Valentine ’s Day, the children created
love hearts with their hands and explored with red
paint and shaving foam. We celebrated Summer
and Imrose birthdays and as an extension we
created birthday cards, shared cake and sang
happy birthday song. The
Bunyips have been exploring
different
activities
and
experiences
about
farm
animals. They loved the story
“Frank the farmer” and sang
“Old Macdonald had a farm” .

They enjoyed farm animals in jelly, exploring
hay, pretend play with the barn animals and
making lots of animals sounds as they played.
During the month of March, the baby Bunyip’s
will learn about farm animals, under the sea
creatures and Easter. Educators will set up
activities for children to explore and learn about
farm animals such as jelly with farm animals,
exploring hay, trucks and rocks and more. The
educators will talk to children about the ocean and
different sea creatures. Our activities will include
songs , books , craft and outdoor activities based
on water, sea creatures, mischievous leprechaun ,
the colour green , rainbows and of course
responding daily to each child’s interests through
play-based interactions . Easter will provide a
wonderful opportunity to discuss growth, plants
from our garden as we water and nurture our
surrounding as well as an Easter Egg hunt.

YARNING BOOK
When Eva returned our Yarning book, she shared
with us her love for riding bikes, swimming and
playing with her puppy. Autumn shared the
wonderful time that she spends with her family in
Sydney visiting China Town. The book will now
go to Gautham and Jackson to share their stories
with Miss Samantha , Miss Sara and our Baby
Bunyips. (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

EAT PURPLE
Purple
fruits
and
vegetables are full of
vitamins and are known
as POWER Foods. This
month
help
make
children superheros as they eat
fruits and vegetables with
support
rich
powers
of
antioxidants. We would love to
see a variety of purple fruit and
vegetables this month as we support children to
extend their food choices and increase their
nutritional intake. Our vegetable garden is hiding
a very special purple vegetable. Yes, you guessed
it Rhubarb. In March we will make a delicious
apple and rhubarb crumble. Simply delicious.
Take a look in our vegetable garden.

HEALTHY EATING CHAMPIONS
This Month we wish to give
the following families praise
for their outstanding lunch
box creations.
A healthy lunchbox contains
foods from the 5 food
groups. Try and choose fresh, non-processed
foods instead of packaged foods, and don’t forget
to pack a water bottle!

Busy Bees- Roohi, Khushal, Millie and Havya
Possums- Stella, George, Alonzo and Isaac
Bunyips – Dhyani, Sahasra, Jackson and Eva
AKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF
COUNTRY
We acknowledge that the Darug people were the
original custodians of the land. Each day at the
conclusion of outdoor play we pay our respects
to elders past, present and emerging by sitting
around the sand pit and saying the following.
Together we say
Here is the land
(Children hands on the ground)
Here is the sky
(Children’s hands reach up)
Here are my friends (Hands outstretched)
And here am I
(Hands wrapped around yourself)
At Jumpstart 4 Kids we
will work together to
value all cultures and
respect our Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
By supporting children with this
acknowledgement, we build respect, resilience
an acceptance for all cultures and traditions.

OUTDOOR PLAY FUNDAMENTAL
MOVEMENT- LEAPING
Last month, our fundamental movement focus
was running. Throughout the month of February,
the children had the opportunity to further
develop their running skills through experiences
including running races, what’s the time Mr Wolf,
red light green light, bulrush and tips. What’s the
time Mr Wolf was definitely the most popular
game amongst the children of all ages.

During
the
month
of
March,
the
children will
be focusing on
the
Fundamental
Movement
‘leaping’. The
children will participate in various activities
throughout the month including; hurdles, leap
frog, long jump, leaping through hula hoops,
leaping onto different coloured islands and many
more. Educators will also be encouraged support
children in ‘children’s choice’ where children will
have the opportunity to develop their own leaping
games, which will be age appropriate.
(NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7)

DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLISTS

We will be hosting our First Parent Forum in
March . We have 2 dates to include all our
families . Two session will be able to discuss
ideas, share future planning and to collate
feedback from parents .
Session 1
4:30 –
5:00
Session 2
5:005:30
We will be discussing:
1. Child Protection
2. Take home resources for families.
3. Parent involvement
4. Our centre Art and Craft show
5. Suggested fundraisers for the year.
We hope to attain feedback from families are we
work collaborating with our families for 2021.
DRESS IN GREEN Wednesday 17th
MARCH for St Patricks Day
To celebrate St Patricks day,
we will be inviting the
children to engage in a
treasure
hunt,
obstacle
course and create magical
rainbows with pots of mystical gold. Who knows
we may even find a mythical leprechaun in our
very own garden?
HARMOMY Week 22nd - 26th

The playful Possums and the Busy Bees will be
conducting developmental checklist with children
during March . These checklists p[provide
educators with information in respect to the
distance travelled by children and allow educators
to plan and scaffold learning for children to best
suit their needs. If children require additional
assistance with learning shapes and colours
educators will be able to pan additional , repeated
experiences and learning opportunities for child
ren so that they can meet their developmental
needs. We encourage all families to speak with
educators if they are concerned about their chid so
that together we can provide resources and ideas
that can be used for the home environment.

PARENT FORUM 23rd& 25th MARCH

Harmony day is celebrated on the 21st of March.
This
is a time to celebrate Australian
multiculturalism, and the successful integration of
migrants into our community. At Jumpstart we
are privileged to have a broad representation of
cultures, inclusive of Indian Filipino, Chinese,
Spanish, Sri Lankan, English, Irish, Sudanese and
other Indonesian cultures. Harmony Week is
about inclusiveness, respect and belonging for all
Australians. During this week we invited children
to dress and celebrate their cultural background
with us . Share a song , traditional dress, story or
art with us.
(NQA 1, 5, 6, &7)

EARTH HOUR 27th MARCH
In 2020 JumpStart 4 Kids was awarded the
Blacktown city Council suitability award. This
year we invite all our families to sign our

Pledge as we register to participate in Earth
Hour. Together we can make an impact on climate
change by saving previous resources. Educating
our children nada king them active participants
build their awareness as they make daily
contributions. Our service sabes power by air
drying washing and switching lights off during
outdoor play. Together we can kame a difference.
Please join us by registering your pledge in the
from foyer. (NQA 1, 5, 6, &7)
In March we celebrate the following
birthdays

Bunyips - 8th & Ezra 25th
Possums - Dana 5th
Bees - Javier 20th & Roohi 26th
(NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7

FINAL THOUGHT
The more you praise others & celebrate
the more there is to celebrate.

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS
STAFF

